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Man With Emission

Six years in the making, BuenosBoys.com hits the ground running, offering sultry guys from Argentina who are as
steamy as the climate.

Sex Surfing with Lefty Mouser

Rating (Out of 5)
Early in 2005, a fellow named David Del Dorado called or emailed me to ask if I would review a film he had made. It was
called Lust in Translation and featured young men of Peru and Argentina. The models were very attractive, the scenes
included an interview component, and the locations, lighting and videography all nailed it. David told me he was testing
the waters of starting a Web site that would feature muy guapo guys from South America in mostly solo scenes.
Here we are six years later and the site has finally launched. It's called Buenos Boys. The models are all amateurs and
are mostly from Argentina. Right now there are about 60 of them on the site, plus a baker's dozen Bonus boys. David
tells me the Bonus boys are mostly guys who got cold feet during their photo shoots and elected not to continue with live
action filming. The Bonus area also contains two non-downloadable videos from LucasKazan.com that are updated
biweekly.
Navigation is straightforward and intuitive. Go to the Models page, click to sort alphabetically or chronologically, then
drool as you scroll through the teaser shots of each model. When your screen comes crashing to a halt (not because of
any technical problems on the site), click on the face that derailed your mouse.
You're now on that model's personal page, where you can peruse his stats, read a short bio, view a preview video, jump
directly into a gallery of about 50 hi-res photos or watch the full-length video. At the time I reviewed the site, the gallery
photos were not downloadable, but by the time you read this, you should have the option of downloading a zip file of all
the images. As for the full-length video, you can download each one in Quicktime (.mov), Windows (.wmv) or
iPhone/iPod (.m4v) format, or stream it in real time to your computer screen.
The models are all visually intoxicating. Ranging in age from 18 to 25, they are overwhelmingly smooth and toned; a few
could are downright muscular, such as hunky Gabriel, whose hair you'll want to pull while he clamps you in his thighs. It
goes without saying these guys are uncut, and if you've OD'ed on over-tattooed porn stars, there's a refreshing paucity
of ink here. There's also a paucity of body hair. Apart from a few lads with tantalizing treasure-trails or hairy legs, you'll
have a tough time finding any with significant body hair (the sole exception seeming to be Bonus boy Renato).
The director and his crew have the technical details well under control. Even in challenging situations such as a running
shower or an overhead skylight, you won't be annoyed by bad lighting or poor camera angles. The editing deserves a
holler, too, especially in the short videos, where cuts, stop-action and fast-motion are all used to artistic as well as erotic
advantage.
In the full-length videos, each model spends part of his scene talking about himself and answering questions posed by
an interviewer. Subtitles are used to display the responses in English. One of the common threads of the interviews is
that each model is asked to tell a joke. Whether you find the jokes funny or not, it gives the interviews a hook to
distinguish them from jillions of other interviews on other websites.
With two exceptions (maybe more when you read this) all the scenes are solos. For most model applicants &mdash; and
these guys are all recruited and filmed on location &mdash; jacking off on camera is the extent of their comfort level. And
while they all know how to jack off, they don't all know how best to play to the camera and play to the viewer, which is
when good editing, lighting and videography come to the rescue.
If Latinos push your buttons, especially young, handsome and smooth ones, then Buenos Boys will be a welcome
additional to the sites you visit regularly. Dorado and his crew have done their homework well and delivered a site that
delivers hot models, erotic settings and artistic presentations.
The Skinny:
Join rates are $29.95 for 1 month, non-renewing; $19.95 for one month, renewing; $59.95 for 6 months, non-renewing.
Pay by credit card, electronic check, 1-900 phone or Euro debit. Content is exclusive to the site and a new scene is
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added weekly. Videos can be streamed or downloaded (no DRM) and the site is both Windows and Mac compatible,
offering iPod/iPhone downloads as well.
Click here to visit the site now.
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